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Figure S1. Plots of the distributions of simple properties across the training (pink bars), validation (blue bars) and
test (green bars) sets. a) percentage of sp3 carbon atoms taking all heavy atoms into account, b) percentage of
sp3 carbon atoms taking only carbon atoms into account, c) calculated LogP, d) Number of aromatic rings.
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Figure S2
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Figure S2. A pair of property space representations derived from the descriptor matrix used in the model generation.
Plots a) and b) show the whole pka data set and the points are coloured in a) by their set membership either training
(pink), validation (blue) and test (green) and in b) by the experimental pka values associated with the ionisable site(s)
within the molecule pka <=4 (red), pka >4 and <= 6 (yellow), pka >6 and <=8 (green), and pka >8 (blue).
Table T1
Torsion of central bond should
be 155 degrees:

[#7,#8,#16,#15,F,Cl,Br,I]-,=[#6,#7,#8,#16,#15]-!@[#6,#7,#8,#16,#15]-,=[
#7,#8,#16,#15,F,Cl,Br,I]

Torsion should be 25 degrees:

[!#1]~[!#1;!#6]-[#6,#7](:[!#1]):[!#1]
[#1]-[#7H2]-[#6,#7](:[!#1]):[!#1]
[#1]-[#8H]-[#6,#7](:[!#1]):[!#1]
[#1]-[#16H]-[#6,#7](:[!#1]):[!#1]
[#7,#6,#8,#16]=[#6]-[#6,#7](:[!#1]):[!#1]

Table T1. SMARTS patterns used to assign the torsion angles shown prior to geometry optimisation with AM1 in
order to minimise failed descriptor calculations due to proton transfer during optimisation.
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Figure S3. Plots of the correlation between predictions for the test and validation sets by different methods. The
points are coloured by the absolute deviation from the experimental value for the RBF model prediction
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(deviation <= 1 log unit blue, 1 < deviation <=2 log units green, 2 < deviation <=3 log units yellow, >3 log units
pink). The models are generally well correlated but the poorly predicted sites in the RBF model are not always
poorly predicted by the models from the other methods.
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Figure S4 A set of property space representations of the data set. In a) the test and validation set compounds are
displayed in a launched drug chemical space along with the approximately 1,300 launched small molecule drugs
that defined the space, whilst in b) only the test set and validation set compounds are displayed in a property
space derived from the descriptor matrix used in the model generation. The colour scheme is consistent across
both spaces with the grey points being the launched drugs whilst the pk a data set points are coloured by the
absolute error of the RBF model prediction compared to the experimental pka values associated with the ionisable
site(s) within the molecule (deviation <= 1 log unit blue, 1 < deviation <=2 log units green, 2 < deviation <=3 log
units yellow, >3 log units pink). The plots show that there are no consistently poorly predicted areas in either
chemical or descriptor property space.
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